**Clypso Gun**

- **Dimensions:** 810x160x80mm
- **Weight:** 2.2kg

**Clypso Clip Sizes**

- 40mm clips (300 per box)
- 45mm clips (300 per box)
- 60mm clips (300 per box)

**Metro Clip Sizes**

- 45mm single clips (100 per bag)
- 65mm single clips (100 per bag)

**25mm Pipe Conduit Protection**

- 50m length

---

Used to secure tacker clips that fix floor heating pipes into Clypso insulation. Light and functional design made of plastic/metal alloy.

Used to secure underfloor heating pipes into Clypso/Metro insulation.

To be fitted over the underfloor heating pipe where damage may occur for example where the pipe leaves the floor adjacent to the manifold or across expansion joints.